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CITY OF OAKLAND PARKING BUREAU 

 

A citizen of Alameda County sent a letter to the Grand Jury complaining about a 

parking ticket issued on March 11, 2010 by the Parking Bureau of the City of 

Oakland. The citizen alleged that the hand written citation falsely stated that the 

car had been parked for more than the allowed two hours and that the citation 

appeal was inappropriately denied.  Although the Grand Jury does not investigate 

an individual’s parking ticket, we do investigate systemic issues, and we are 

aware that parking citations are typically a source of citizen complaints in 

Oakland. The Jury also noted a press release from the Office of the City 

Administrator, dated May 20, 2010, and titled “City of Oakland to Implement 

New Parking Citation Data System.”   

 

Based on the citizen complaint and the city’s press release, the Grand Jury 

investigated the implementation of the new parking citation data system. After 

requesting information from the city administrator, the Grand Jury reviewed the 

city administrator’s response and the city auditor’s studies of various aspects of 

its parking bureau’s operations (2006-2009, and June 18, 2010). The Grand Jury 

also visited the parking office in November 2010 for a demonstration of the new 

system.  

 

Investigation 
 

Oakland issues two types of citations: those that are handwritten or those 

generated by an electronic handheld device. The use of handheld devices to issue 

citations, a main feature of the new system, was fully implemented as of 

September 30, 2010. The date and the time of the citation are generated 

automatically thus eliminating possible errors or illegible writing by the parking 

enforcement staff. With the Electronic Citation Issuance Reporting System 

(ECIRS), the Motorola MC95 handheld computer device and Zebra MZ320 

printer are used to issue citations. Two photographs are taken by the handheld 
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device that show the vehicle license plate and the vehicle identification number 

(VIN), and are integrated into Department of Motor Vehicle records. Ten years of 

historical data have been added to the new system showing past citations, 

payments, and appeals. It is expected that motorists would be able to view the 

photos associated with their citations online in 2011.  A small portion of citations 

(7 or 8%) are still handwritten because handheld devices would require those 

issuing tickets to carry additional heavy gear (e.g., police officers at the airport).  

 

New pay-by-phone, pay-on-line, and lock box processing of checks, also part of 

ECIRS, were implemented on June 14, 2010.  It was acknowledged that previous 

customer service had been poor, the old system was slow because different 

computer programs had to be accessed, there were long lines in the office and 

long waiting times on the phone, and recorded announcements were incorrect. 

For example, a recording accessed at midnight said, incorrectly, that the wait 

time for assistance was 45 minutes. In spite of reductions in the staff from 15 to 

10, customer service is expected to improve with the new system. It was stressed 

that there is no quota for the number of tickets issued.  Additionally, the parking 

citation division has improved the training for the enforcement staff. By doing so 

it hopes to be more efficient in processing citations and enhance customer 

service. 

 

The appeals process for disputing parking citations continues to conform with the 

California Vehicle Code. A motorist receiving a parking citation may request an 

administrative review after receipt of a citation. Once a written request for an 

administrative review has been received, the citation is placed on hold and no late 

penalties will be added until the review has been completed. After receiving the 

results of the review, a motorist may request an administrative hearing within 21 

days. This second level hearing is conducted by an independent reviewer.  

 

In April 2011, the Grand Jury requested and received additional information 

from the Parking Bureau on the impact of the new parking citation data system. 

The number of tickets is down about 10% as of April 2011.  The Grand Jury was 
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told other California cities are also experiencing a reduction in tickets issued.  

This decrease in Oakland would therefore not seem to be a result of the new 

system.  Other information received:       

! Number of appeals is down by approximately 17.3% for the period 

July 2010 - March 2011 compared with July 2009 - March 2010.  

! In Fiscal Year 2009-2010, 54.58% of the appeals were found to be  

justified and 31.67% were denied.  From July 2010 - April 2011, 

47.44% were found to be justified and 27.80% were denied.  

! The current collections rate is 72.7%, an increase of approximately 

3% from the previous collection rate.  

 

While these indicators are moving in a positive direction, it is too early to know 

what impact the new system is having.  It is important to continue to monitor 

trends carefully.   

 

Conclusion 
 

While the new system may not solve all parking citation problems, the Grand 

Jury is pleased that the city of Oakland’s Parking Bureau is keeping up with new 

technology. To make the system more effective, it would be valuable to have 

100% of those issuing tickets use this electronic system.  The Parking Bureau 

should track performance of the new system carefully to document strengths and 

weaknesses, continue to train staff on its use, and make adjustments as 

necessary.              
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RECOMMENDATION 

 

Recommendation 11-14: 
 
The City of Oakland must issue an annual report on parking citations that 
includes the following:  number of tickets issued, number and outcome of 
appeals, length of time to resolve appeals, length of phone waiting time, and fine 
recovery and collection rates.  This report should be made available to the public 
and posted on the city’s web site.   
 

 

 

 

RESPONSES REQUIRED 

!
Mayor, City of Oakland     Recommendation 11-14 

Interim City Administrator, City of Oakland       Recommendation 11-14  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


